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Action recognition is an important research direction of computer vision, whose performance based on video images is easily
affected by factors such as background and light, while deep video images can better reduce interference and improve
recognition accuracy. Therefore, this paper makes full use of video and deep skeleton data and proposes an RGB-D action
recognition based two-stream network (SV-GCN), which can be described as a two-stream architecture that works with two
different data. Proposed Nonlocal-stgcn (S-Stream) based on skeleton data, by adding nonlocal to obtain dependency
relationship between a wider range of joints, to provide more rich skeleton point features for the model, proposed a video based
Dilated-slowfastnet (V-Stream), which replaces traditional random sampling layer with dilated convolutional layers, which can
make better use of depth the feature; finally, two stream information is fused to realize action recognition. The experimental
results on NTU-RGB+D dataset show that proposed method significantly improves recognition accuracy and is superior to st-
gcn and Slowfastnet in both CS and CV.

1. Introduction

Action recognition has a wide range of applications in vari-
ous fields such as video surveillance, medical rehabilitation,
virtual reality, and human-computer interaction and plays
an increasingly important role in the field of computer vision
[1–5]. With the development of science and technology, var-
ious mobile devices can shoot videos with higher and higher
definition, and videos occupy 80% of internet traffic. The
video contains a large amount of information that still pic-
tures cannot convey, making it one of the important data
sources in the field of computer vision [6, 7].

The emergence of depth sensors such as Kinect and
pose estimation algorithms such as openpose [8] makes it
easier to obtain skeleton data. The excellent performance
of skeleton data in motion representation, antisensor noise,
and calculation and storage has attracted wide attention
from researchers.

However, common action recognition methods use video
or skeleton data alone as input. This paper makes full use of

video and skeleton data and proposes a two-stream network
framework that can use both video and skeleton data. The
contributions are as follows:

(1) A two-stream framework is proposed, which can use
video and skeleton data at the same time, so that two algo-
rithms can take advantage of each other’s weaknesses, which
significantly improves recognition performance; (2) pro-
posed a Nonlocal-stgcn, which can obtain the dependency
relationship between a wider range of joints, provide richer
skeleton point features, and can better perform recognition
work; (3) proposed a Dilated-slowfastnet, which can better
use the depth features of video and obtain long-distance
object correlation.

This paper is divided into five sections:

(1) The first section introduces the significance and
background of this paper

(2) The second section introduces the common action
recognition methods and points out their
shortcomings
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(3) In the third, a new behavior recognition method SV-
GCN is proposed, and the network framework is
introduced in detail

(4) In the fourth section, a detailed experimental study
on the proposed method is carried out to verify the
recognition performance of the network

(5) The fifth section summarizes the research content of
this paper

2. Related Works

Common action recognition methods are divided into action
recognition based on a single data source and action recogni-
tion methods based on multiple data sources.

Action recognition based on a single data source can be
divided into video-based and skeleton based. For video-
based, Wang et al. [9] proposed temporal segment networks:
towards good practices for deep action recognition (TSN),
which is an improvement of two-stream network; Carreira
et al. [10] proposed “Quo vadis, action recognition? A new
model I3D” combines 3DCNN [11] into a two-stream frame-
work and creates a large action dataset Kinetic; the two
methods above need to extract optical flow, with large
amount of calculation and slow running speed. Feichtenhofer
et al. [12] proposed Slowfast networks for video recognition,
which do not need to extract optical flow or pretraining,
greatly improving the training speed; however, since which
uses random sampling to obtain video frames needed by
the network, there is a problem that important video frames
are ignored, which affects recognition accuracy. To solve this
problem, this paper proposes a Dilated-slowfastnet, which
uses dilated convolution layers instead of random sampling
layer, so that the objects in the video which appear in a longer
space and a longer time can also be used by our model. The
capture makes the model obtain more abundant features,
and the features obtained by convolution are more represen-
tative, which can adapt to various video files and improve the
robustness of the algorithm.

There are three common methods of skeleton-based
action recognition: Li et al. [13], Kim et al. [14], and Ke
et al. [15] representing skeleton data as pseudo graph, model-
ing with CNN-based method; Liu et al. [16] and Morais et al.
[17] represent skeleton data as a series of coordinate vectors
and use RNN-based method to model; Yan et al. [18, 19] rep-
resent skeleton data as graph structure and use GCN-based
method to model. The research shows that it cannot show
natural dependence between the joints of human body, but
skeleton data can be more consistent with the natural struc-
ture of the human body, so the third method has been widely
concerned by researchers. In the method based on GCN,
according to the natural connection of human body,
researchers take the skeleton as the edge and the joint as
the point, construct graph structure, and carry on recogni-
tion work. Yan et al. first applied GCN to action recognition
and proposed a skeleton-based convolution network (st-gcn)
for motion recognition, which can make full use of the natu-
ral connection between human joints for modeling, but this
method uses simple GCN modeling to ignore distant joints,

which may cover important motion patterns. For example,
when walking, the hands and feet are closely related.
Although st-gcn attempts to use hierarchical GCN to aggre-
gate a wider range of features, the node features may be weak-
ened during the long diffusion process [16]. In order to solve
problem, this paper proposes to add nonlocal [20] in the con-
volution process to obtain a larger range of interjoint depen-
dencies and provide more abundant skeleton point features.

Action recognition methods based on multiple data
sources, Fan et al. [21] proposed context-aware cross-
attention for skeleton-based human action recognition, pro-
posed a cross-attention module that can extract context
information directly from original RGB video, and used it
in action recognition methods based on skeleton data. How-
ever, this method can only use scene context information in
the original video and cannot fully use all information in
the original video and does not use GCN-based method to
model skeleton data. In order to solve the above problems,
this paper proposes a two-stream network framework that
can make full use of two types of data, video and skeleton,
to further improve recognition ability. Among them, one
uses Dilated-slowfastnet to process video data (V-Stream);
another uses GCN-based Nonlocal-stgcn to process skeleton
data (S-Stream).

To verify the superiority of proposed RGB-D action
recognition based two-stream network, a large number of
experiments were performed on NTU-RGB+D dataset.
The experimental results show that our method achieves
advanced performance.

3. RGB-D Action Recognition Based Two-
Stream Network

Combining skeleton data can solve the problem of spatial
complexity and the stability of video algorithms. This paper
proposes to use a two-stream framework to model two types
of information to enhance recognition ability. The model
includes a video-based action recognition method Dilated-
slowfastnet (V-Stream, to process video), which is composed
of data sample layer, slow path, fast path, and side connec-
tions, and a skeleton data-based action recognition method
Nonlocal-stgcn (S-Stream, to process skeleton data), it con-
sists of 2 nonlocal blocks and 9 st-gcn blocks.

The overall framework of SV-GCN is shown in Figure 1.
For a given action sample, first extract the skeleton data; then,
input video and skeleton data into V-Stream and S-Stream;
finally, add the softmax scores of two streams to get fused
score and predict the action label.

3.1. Skeleton Data Extraction Based on Kinect. In 2010,
Microsoft launched Kinect, the input device of Xbox game
console, to realize real-time interaction between games and
users. Computer vision researchers have found that Kinect
can provide RGB-D information of the captured content
and can directly provide three-dimensional bone point infor-
mation, and the cost is low, making Kinect camera widely
used in the field of computer vision. Kinect camera is com-
posed of cameras, microphone, and depth sensor; cameras
can emit special infrared rays, which makes image
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information taken by Kinect become a depth file. Each pixel
uses different colors to represent the distance between the
object and the camera, and the closer to the camera, the
brighter the color is. Kinect can provide RGB image, 3D bone
point information, depth image information, and audio sig-
nal at the same time.

There are more than 200 bones in the human body. If all
the bones are modeled, a complex model will be obtained,
and the calculation amount of the subsequent algorithm will
be increased. In this paper, we can use the simplified joint
model to extract the joint coordinates of 20 and 25 points
by using Kinect (see Figure 2).

Kinect uses light coding technology, which uses laser
speckle to encode a three-dimensional volume code for the
entire shooting environment. Laser flash spot has strong ran-
domness, and different patterns are produced according to
different shooting distance. Therefore, using this technology,
Kinect will first locate the light source in the whole space, and
then when an object enters the shooting environment, it will
generate a unique flash pattern and then obtain the three-
dimensional position of the object according to the pattern.

The Kinect camera can detect up to six people at the same
time, but only can provide two complete images of bone
points. The process for Kinect camera to obtain bone points
is as follows: (1) Kinect camera emits a special infrared ray to
locate the whole shooting environment, calculates the phase
difference according to the reflected signal, and obtains the
depth image of video; (2) processes the depth image with
image segmentation algorithm to obtain the human fore-
ground; (3) uses machine learning algorithm to recognize
the body in the foreground image of human body and gener-
ates bone data according to the defined joint point position.

3.2. S-Stream. The st-gcn receptive field is smaller and
obtains the features of neighbor nodes so that it extracts the
features of the closer joints, but the features of the farther
joints are ignored, and these joints may have important

motion patterns. In order to solve this problem, the paper
proposes to add nonlocal operation of the spatiotemporal
domain in the original st-gcn to obtain a larger range of inter-
joint dependencies and provide richer skeleton point
features.

The Nonlocal-stgcn is a stack of st-gcn blocks and nonlo-
cal blocks. Each st-gcn block uses GCN and TCN alternately
to transform time and space dimensions; nonlocal block acts
on space-time domain at the same time and can be obtained a
greater range of joint dependence, as shown in Figure 3. It is
composed of two nonlocal blocks and nine st-gcn blocks, and
the number of output channels of each block is 64, 64, 64, 64,
128, 128, 128, 256, 256, and 256. A data BN layer is added
before the first st-gcn block to normalize input data, and a
global average pooling layer is executed after the last st-gcn
block. The final output is sent to softmax classifier to obtain
prediction.

3.3. St-gcn Block. Nonlocal-stgcn uses 9 st-gcn blocks for
learning local features between adjacent joints in space and
local features of joint changes in time. Each block contains
a spatial convolution and a temporal convolution. Two con-
volution operations are used alternately to extract spatiotem-
poral features. The last st-gcn block is followed by softmax
for final prediction. Convolution operation of spatial graph
is core of st-gcn block, which constructs a simple attention
mechanism by setting its own weight parameters for each
block; it introduces the weighted average value of adjacent
features for each joint and sets input features of all joints in
a frame as Xin ∈ Rn×din , where din is input feature dimension
and is output feature obtained by convolution of spatial
graph; Xout ∈ Rn×dout is output characteristic dimension. Thus,
the convolution of space graph can be defined as formula (1):
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Figure 1: The overall framework of SV-GCN.
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~AðpÞ =DðpÞ−ð1/2ÞAðpÞDðpÞ−ð1/2Þ ∈ Rn×n is the standardized

matrix for each partition; • is Hadamard product; MðpÞ
st ∈

Rn×n和WðpÞ
st ∈ Rn×dout is trainable weight of each partition

group, which is used to capture edge weight and feature
importance, respectively.

3.3.1. Nonlocal Block. In order to solve problems of small
receptive field of graph convolution network, this paper pro-
poses to add nonlocal blocks in st-gcn. The nonlocal opera-
tion can capture correlation between long-distance pixels
and realize the global receptive field of each pixel. Traditional
methods usually expand the receptive field by adding convo-
lution layer and the pooling layer, but this operation greatly
increases the calculation and complexity and reduces the size
of feature map. However, nonlocal can be used flexibly,
placed in any position, can expand the receptive field through
simple operation, and will not change the size of feature map;
through different nonlocal operations, information correla-
tion between pixels in space-time domain can be obtained.

Figure 4 shows the detailed structure of nonlocal block,
⊗ means the matrix multiplication, ⊕ is the element-wise
add, and blue box indicts 1 × 1 × 1 convolution. This paper
uses the embedded Gaussian version, with input informa-
tion x and output information y, where x and y have the

same size. The implementation of nonlocal is a combina-
tion of convolution and matrix multiplication, which is
defined as formula (2):

yi =
1

C xð Þ〠∀j
f xi, xj
� �

g xj
� �

, ð2Þ

where CðxÞ is the normalization parameter, in this paper,
use embedded Gaussian function (formula (3)); f ðxi, xjÞ
is a function to calculate correlation between each pixel
and all position pixels. The smaller value is, the smaller
influence of J position pixels on i is; it is a mapping func-
tion to calculate characteristics of point, and the smaller
f ðxi, xjÞ value is, the smaller influence of pixels represent-
ing j position on i; gðxiÞ is a mapping function, which is
used to calculate characteristics of point.

Embedded Gaussian is a common normalization func-
tion, a simple variant of Gaussian function. This paper con-
siders the following forms:

f xi, xj
� �

= eθ xið ÞTφ xjð Þ, ð3Þ

where θðxiÞ =Wθxi
and φðxjÞ =Wθxj

are two 1 × 1 convolu-

tion operations.
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3.4. V-Stream. Studies on the visual system of primates [22–
26] have found that 80% of the visual nerve cells in primates
are small cells that provide fine spatial details and colors, and
5-20% are large cells that respond to rapid time changes but
are not sensitive to spatial details or colors. Slowfast uses
the concept of path to reflect the analogy between small cells
and large cells [12], which is composed of data sample layer,
slow path, and fast path. The data sample layer uses random
sampling to provide path information, which can only use
the low-level features of the video and may lose video frames
containing important action patterns. Dilated- slowfastnet
proposes to use the dilated convolution layer to obtain video
depth features in the data sample layer.

As can be seen from Figure 5, the Dilated-slowfastnet
includes (I) video frame sampling layer, (II) a slow path to
capture spatial semantic information, and (III) a fast path
to capture fine temporal resolution motion.

Data sample layer can obtain the depth features of video,
fully capture the long-distance relationship dependence, and

make full use of the action mode existing in video. It is
composed of batch normalization, ReLU activation func-
tion, dilated convolution, and skip connection (Figure 6),
which provides different scale feature information for the
two paths. For any input video clip, firstly, the dilated
convolution is used to extract video features then uses
normalization process to produce more stable feature dis-
tribution; in order to reduce the interdependence between
parameters and alleviate the overfitting problem, the ReLU
operation is performed; the introduction of convolution
layer in data sample layer will increase the amount of net-
work computation; dropout operation can eliminate some
useless neurons, weaken the joint adaptability between
neuron nodes, and improve the generalization ability of
network; to obtain more abundant depth characteristics
of video, convolution operation is performed twice and
finally executes skip connection operation that makes deep
and shallow features combine to produce more abundant
visual features.
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Slow pathway can be any convolution model (resnet50 is
used in both paths). It works in the form of spatiotemporal
convolution on video clips. The key concept of slow path is
to process a small amount of feature information to obtain
the semantic information of video.

Fast path is a parallel path of slow path. The two paths
operate on the same original segment. The feature informa-
tion processed by fast pathway is time more than that of slow
path (ß = 8). It is more focused on time information and is
responsible for capturing the fast changing motion.

For lateral connections, the information of these two
paths is integrated, so one path does not know representation
learned by the other. This is achieved by horizontal connec-
tion, which has been used to fuse the two-stream network
based on optical flow [27–29]. In this paper, use one-way
connection to fuse the features of fast channel into slow
channel. Finally, the output of each path is pooled globally.
Then, two collected feature vectors are sent to softmax classi-
fier to obtain prediction.

4. Experiment

In this section, first a large number of ablation experiments
were performed on NTU-RGB+D dataset to verify contribu-
tion of added model components to recognition perfor-
mance; then to evaluate performance of SV-GCN in action
recognition experiments, the SV-GCN compares with previ-
ous methods.

4.1. Environment Setting. All experiments in this thesis are
conducted on PyTorch deep learning framework with 6
TITANX GPUs. Among them, S-Stream uses 3 GPUs, SGD
optimizer, and 100 epochs; the initial learning rate is 0.1,
and the attenuation is 0.001 every 20 stages. V-Stream is ran-
domly trained from scratch, without any pretraining; this
paper reduces resolution of RGB video dataset to 480 × 320

pixels, uses 3 GPUs, Adam optimizer, and sets 60 epochs,
and the learning rate is 0.01. For time domain, the dilated set-
tings for the slow and fast paths are 2 and 5; for spatial
domain, it randomly crops 224 × 224 pixels from video.
The basic environment configuration of algorithm is
Ubuntu16.04+ python3.6+pytorch1.1.0. Table 1 shows the
version information of the third-party software library
required by the algorithm.

NTU-RGB+D [30, 31] is currently the largest and most
widely used action recognition dataset, contributed by
Nanyang Technological University, including about 56,000
video clips of 60 types of actions. Figure 7 shows video clips
of the dataset. V-Stream uses RGB video dataset; S-Stream
uses 3D skeleton dataset; 3D skeleton data contains 3D coor-
dinates of 25 human joints per frame. The dataset consists of
two parts: Cross-Subject and Cross-View; performers of
Cross-Subject training set and dataset are different, and per-
spectives of Cross-View training set and test set are different.

4.2. Training Results and Analysis. On the whole, this paper
proposes a two stream model. In the training phase, V-
Stream and S-Stream are trained separately, and relevant
models are saved. In the test, the video and skeleton data files
are input into the training model of V-Stream and S-Stream,
respectively, to get the relevant test scores and then add the
two to get the final prediction results. Figures 8 and 9 show
loss curves during V-Stream and S-Stream training and test-
ing. Through that, researchers find that as the number of
training increases, the loss of training and testing continues
to decrease. Among them, V-Stream after 60 epochs and S-
Stream after 80 epochs gradually stabilize, which reflects
the stability and good performance of SV-GCN.

4.3. Ablation Study

4.3.1. Two-Stream Network. The most important improve-
ment of proposed method is simultaneous use of two data.

Conv BN ReLU Dropout ReLUBNConv

Figure 6: Data sample layer, convs represents dilated convolution, followed by BN layer and ReLU layer.

Table 1: Third-party software library version information.

Torch NumPy Python Six Tensorboardx

1.1.0 1.18.5 3.6 1.15.0 2.0

Wheel h5py OpenCV-python Protobuf Argparse

0.34.2 2.10.0 4.2.0.34 3.12.2 1.4.0

ImageIO PyYAML Pillow Scikit-video SciPy

2.8.0 5.3.1 7.1.2 1.1.11 1.4.1
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Table 2 shows comparison of verification accuracy of S-
Stream, V-Stream, and SV-GCN. SV-GCN uses Nonlocal-
stgcn and Dilated-slowfastnet to model skeleton point infor-
mation and video information, respectively, fuse it by adding
softmax score. The results show that SV-GCN defeated S-
Stream by 1.19% and 2.24% and V-Stream by 3.39% and
1.3%. This indicates that an algorithm uses two types of data
is better than one. SV-GCN can give full play to their respec-
tive advantages, make the two types of algorithms comple-
ment each other, and get better performance.

4.3.2. Nonlocal-stgcn. Since placing nonlocal blocks at differ-
ent locations will result in different accuracy, in order to find
the best location to place nonlocal blocks, a lot of experi-
ments have been done in this section. The results are shown

in Table 3. Among them, i-Block means to add a nonlocal
block after the i-th st-gcn block. For example, 1-Block means
to add a nonlocal block after the first st-gcn block. ji-Block
means to add a nonlocal block to the j-th st-gcn block and i-
th st-gcn block, for example, 1-2-Block means the first st-gcn
block and the second st-gcn block add 1 nonlocal block.
Experimental results show that adding 2 nonlocal blocks after
the second st-gcn block can achieve optimal performance.

Table 4 verifies the necessity of adding nonlocal block in
st-gcn to obtain a wider range of interjoint dependencies. In
order to solve problems of small receptive field of GCN, this
paper proposes to add nonlocal [16] to st-gcn to obtain a
larger range of interjoint dependencies and provide more
abundant bone point features. Experiments prove that

Figure 7: Sample videos.
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Figure 8: S-Stream loss curve of training and testing.
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Figure 9: V-Stream loss curve of training and testing.
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Nonlocal-stgcn after adding nonlocal module beats st-gcn by
2.85% and 3.18%.

4.3.3. Dilated-slowfastnet. The first two rows in Table 5 show
the experimental results using a single path, which produce
78.05%, 88.19% and 75.32%, and 86.53% of the top 1 accu-
racy, respectively. The last line shows the experimental
results using two paths at the same time, which is consistently
better than the slow and fast only baselines.

In order to prove the necessity of using dilated convolu-
tional layers instead of random sampling layers, this paper
uses Dilated-slowfastnet and Slowfastnet to compare experi-
ments on NTU-RGB+D dataset (Table 6). As shown,
Dilated-slowfastnet beats Slowfastnet by 1.87% and 0.89%,
which proves superiority of proposed method.

4.3.4. Comparison with the State-of-the-Art. To demonstrate
superiority and versatility of SV-GCN, the model was com-
pared with the latest method using NTU-RGB+D dataset.

Our method divides these methods into two categories:
methods based on a single data source and methods based
on multiple data sources. [12, 32, 33] are action recognition
methods based on RGB video; [16, 18, 19, 34–36] are based
on skeleton data. Among them, results of Slowfastnet on
NTU-RGB + D dataset are obtained in this environment.
As shown in Table 7, the performance based on multiple
data sources is better than that based on a single data source,
and SV-GCN beats other methods with advantages of 1.31%
and 4.85%, which proves this paper superiority of model is
presented.

4.4. Analysis of Model Superiority. Video-based action recog-
nition methods often use the traditional random sampling
method to obtain key frames, but this method may lose some
key action modes. In this paper, using dilated convolution
layers instead of the random sampling layer can not only
obtain all the action patterns but also rich context infor-
mation. Graph convolution is often used as the backbone
network in skeleton-based action recognition methods.
However, the receptive field of graph convolution network
is small; only the features of neighbor nodes can be obtained,
but the remote joints are ignored, and these joints may have
action patterns. In this paper, nonlocal modules are added to
obtain long-distance joints dependence. And combined with
skeleton data can solve the problem of spatial complexity,
and video algorithm has strong stability; this paper proposes
to use two stream frameworks to model the two types of
information to enhance the recognition ability.

In addition, the introduction of nonlocal block, dilated
convolution, and two-stream will increase the complexity
and computation of the network to a certain extent. In order
to improve the network performance and reduce the amount
of network computing as much as possible, S-Stream does
not add nonlocal after each st-gcn blocks but adds the least
nonlocal blocks in the most appropriate position according
to the experimental results. For V-Stream, compared with
other methods, the dilated convolution can expand the
receptive field without reducing the video resolution and
introducing additional parameters and computation. In the
two-stream information fusion stage, SV-GCN does not use
the traditional multifeature fusion method but simply adds
the softmax values of the two-streams, to reduce the

Table 2: Comparison of verification accuracy between two-stream
network and single-stream network.

Network CS (top 1) CV (top 1)

S-Stream 84.32% 91.94%

V-Stream 82.12% 92.85%

SV-GCN 85.51% 94.15%

Table 3: Comparison of accuracy of adding nonlocal to different
locations of st-gcn.

Network Top 1 Top 5

Baseline 81.5%

1-block 85.23% 98.74%

2-block 86.43% 98.62%

3-block 85.43% 97.12%

4-block 82.14% 97.2%

5-block 85.55% 97.31%

1-2-block 85.63% 96.32%

1-3-block 84.08% 95.67%

1-4-block 84.24% 92.35%

2-2-block 87.62% 97.3%

2-3-block 84.1% 95.2%

2-4-block 84.41% 94.69%

3-3-block 83.77% 94.12%

3-4-block 80.19% 91.63%

4-4-block 77.09% 91.03%

5-5-block 77.75% 90.12%

Table 4: Comparison of verification accuracy between st-gcn
network and improved Nonlocal-stgcn.

Network CS (top 1) CV (top 1)

Nonlocal-stgcn 84.35% 91.94%

St-gcn 81.5% 88.76%

Table 5: Slowfast fusion.

CS (top 1) CV (top 1)

Dilated-slow-only 78.05% 88.19%

Dilated-fast-only 75.32% 86.53%

Dilated-slowfastnet 82.12% 92.85%

Table 6: Verification accuracy comparison between Slowfastnet
network and Dilated-slowfastnet.

Network CS (top 1) CV (top 1)

Dilated-slowfastnet 82.12% 92.85%

Slowfastnet 80.25% 93.74%
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computational complexity caused by performance improve-
ment as much as possible.

Meanwhile, compared with the improved performance,
the increased computational and network complexity are
acceptable. All in all, from the view of network design
structure, the network model proposed in this paper is
superior to the common model, and the experiment also
proves this point.

5. Conclusions

This proposes a new RGB-D action recognition-based two-
stream network for action recognition task. It combines the
action recognition method based on video and skeleton data
so that it can not only use the semantic information provided
by the former but also use the latter to solve problem of spa-
tial complexity. At the same time, in order to give full play to
the advantages of the two methods, this paper adds nonlocal
in S-Stream to obtain a larger range of joint dependency and
provides more abundant bone point features; in V-Stream,
the dilated convolutional layers are used to replace tradi-
tional random sampling layer, which makes the algorithm
better use of the depth characteristics of video to obtain rep-
resentative frames, which is more suitable for action recogni-
tion task. Compared with the previous action recognition
methods, this method has a great improvement. On NTU-
RGB+D dataset, the model achieves the latest performance,
which verifies the effectiveness of the model in behavior rec-
ognition tasks.
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